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For AI to fully integrate into everyday consumer life, end-user devices must be able to process AI workloads, rather than solely relying 
on cloud computing. On-device AI can reduce costs and latency, improve personalization and privacy, and enable real-time processing, 
which are crucial to bringing AI to everyday applications and use cases. As a result, we expect edge AI, which is closely associated with 
the Internet of Things (IoT), to continue to gather momentum.   
 
Edge AI spans various applications across IoT and consumer devices, such as smartphones, wearables, headsets, drones, industrial 
technology, and automobiles. By 2027, an estimated 62% of data will be processed on edge devices. And by 2028, an estimated 26 
billion short-range IoT connections will be driven by on-device AI, benefitting various associated technologies that enable connected 
devices infrastructure.1,2 As a result, we believe edge AI presents an attractive investment case for investors looking to find AI 
opportunities outside of semiconductor players and cloud hyperscalers that have dominated the AI story thus far. 
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— With the rise of generative AI, the push for greater computational power directly on consumer hardware is accelerating and 
expanding.  

— On device AI integrations are expected to reverse the downtrend in smartphone sales and drive the next major upgrade 
cycle, particularly for Apple’s iPhones. 

— As consumer behaviors increasingly embrace AI technology, various devices across multiple industries will require upgrades 
to integrate AI capabilities, ensuring all connected devices are equipped with advanced functionality.  

Smartphone Giants Usher in the Era of Generative AI-Powered Devices 

AI offers smartphones, a $500 billion annual market, the greatest near-term monetization opportunity among consumer devices by 
accelerating replacement cycles and increasing AI-related premiums.3 Virtually all leading smartphone providers already have 
dedicated AI strategies in place, including Apple and Samsung.  

Apple recently introduced Apple Intelligence, a suite of AI-powered features for new iPhones, iPads, and Macs.4 Unlike the chatbot-
centric approach that many AI players have taken thus far, Apple’s AI focuses on personalization and app integration, enhancing the 
overall user experience. These tools include an improved Siri, powered by in-house large language models (LLMs) and OpenAI’s GPT-
4o.5 In our view, the new generative AI-enabled Siri with enhanced natural language processing (NLP) and in-app command 
capabilities that generate more accurate responses and task execution across iPhone apps, positions Apple as the most sophisticated 
consumer digital agent. Additional features include enhanced predictive text, advanced photo and video editing, and generation tools 
that are likely to redefine how users interact with their devices.6 

Samsung's AI approach for smartphones emphasizes communication and productivity, focusing on specific tasks such language 
translation. In January 2024, Samsung introduced Galaxy AI, a collection of AI tools designed to improve the user experience through a 
combination of on-device AI and cloud-based AI tools from third parties.7 For example, Galaxy AI enables the Samsung Keyboard to 
offer translation features across every app and Galaxy phones to handle live phone call translations, acting as personal interpreters.8 
Additionally, several photo editing features let users quickly edit, change, or reposition objects within images. Another tool is Circle to 
Search, which enables users to launch a Google search for anything on screen by circling it with their finger.9 

On-Device AI to Fuel the Next Big Smartphone Upgrade Cycle 

We expect generative AI integrations to reverse the downturn in smartphone sales and propel a major upgrade cycle. For Apple, the 
impact may be comparable to the introduction of the iPhone 12 in 2021, the first 5G iPhone, and the iPhone 6 series, which featured 
larger screens. Importantly, Apple Intelligence will be limited to devices with the A17 Pro or M-series chips, or just 5% of the current 
iPhone installed base, meaning 95% of iPhone users will need to upgrade their devices to experience Apple Intelligence.10 

Historically, most U.S. users upgrade their smartphone every 2-3 years.11 In recent years, though, Apples iPhone replacement cycle 
lengthened, likely due to a combination of macroeconomic headwinds that impacted consumer spend and a slower pace of innovation. 
Nonetheless, the most recent iPhone super cycle was roughly 3 years ago with the iPhone 12 and 5G, in line with the historical 
average.12 

The iPhone 12 surpassed 100 million units sold within just seven months, two full months faster than the iPhone 11, which was 
released a year prior.13 And the iPhone 12 nearly matched iPhone 6 series sales, which drove Apple’s first major super cycle.14 We 
expect accelerated replacement cycles to occur with the AI iPhone as well, given that users will be heavily incentivized to upgrade to a 
personalized, handheld device equipped with AI.  
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As the AI smartphone story plays out, we believe that IoT companies in the smartphone supply chain are well-positioned, including 
system-on-a-chip (SoC) and memory players. Smartphones have advanced from processing AI models with a few hundred million 
parameters to models exceeding 1 billion parameters.15 Future models are expected to process, or run inference, on models with more 
than 10 billion parameters.16 High inference costs have hindered adoption of early consumer-facing generative AI offerings. But with the 
ability to handle more parameters, model providers can shift low level tasks from data centers to smartphones to reduce inference costs 
and allow developers to leverage edge computing for a diverse set of front-end consumer experiences.  

AI-Driven Shifts in Consumer and Corporate Behavior Expected to Propel Connected Device Upgrades  

Beyond smartphones, generative and edge AI have the potential to unlock demand for a variety of more powerful machines across 
various industries and use cases over time. In Q2 2024, Microsoft introduced its Copilot + PCs, the first 40+ trillion operations per 
second (TOPS) AI PCs with an on-device AI assistant.17 In Q1 2024, AMD’s chips sales increased by a substantial 85% year-over-year 
(YoY), driven by robust demand for its Ryzen 8000 series CPUs tailored for desktop and laptop applications.18 An estimated 54.5 
million AI-embedded PCs are expected to ship in 2024 as manufacturers ramp up production, accounting for nearly one-quarter of total 
PC spend.19 By 2027, 60% of PC shipments could have AI capabilities.20  

Wearables that measure biometric and healthcare data are also likely to benefit from on-device AI. Between 2016 and 2022, the 
number of global connected wearable devices surged 240% from 325 million to 1.1 billion.21 However, much of the data processing that 
these devices mediate occurs on the cloud or on a connected smartphone. Computing power costs are high, and latency is an issue, 
which can negatively impact feedback loops and the user experience. As AI models become more sophisticated and personalized, on 
device data processing should improve and better the relationship between device and user. Among the most promising potential use 
cases is remote patient monitoring.  
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Industrial IoT offers significant growth potential, with one forecast showing the potential for the global market to grow at a 23% 
compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) from $394 billion in 2023 to $1.7 trillion by 2030.22 Advancements in AI, particularly through 
automation of manual tasks, are expected to help, as humans still feed significant information into machines, leading to inefficiencies. 
Even in our technology-driven world, in 2020, only 31% of manufacturing companies had a single fully automated process.23 For AI to 
drive more efficient processes and increase productivity, IoT nodes will be critical in providing the hardware layer necessary to capture 
and process data. IoT sensors produce data that AI can gather and analyze for predictive maintenance, quality control, and workplace 
safety. Sensor data can detect anomalies early, predict machine failures, and alert employees to necessary maintenance in advance. 
Facilitating microsecond-decisions can allow manufactures to catch issues in real-time on assembly lines, ensuring higher quality in 
large-scale production.  

Growing investments to support reshoring of manufacturing is also driving demand for Industrial IoT. AI chipsets used directly on 
industrial equipment can reduce costs, network traffic, and enhance security, as they reduce the amount of data going to the cloud for 
processing. With exposure to diverse end markets, a company like NXP Semiconductor, reported that revenues for its Industrial & IoT 
segment grew a strong 14% YoY in Q1 2024.24  

Edge computing is also crucial for autonomous vehicles (AVs) to make real-time decisions without relying on a stable internet 
connection or cloud servers. AVs use video cameras and sensors like LiDAR and ultrasonic to understand their surroundings, as 
training a computer to operate a vehicle requires vast amounts of pre-processed real-world data. Tesla and Mobileye are among the 
companies developing the necessary AI infrastructure and advanced driver-assistance systems (ADAS) to facilitate this process. High-
speed connectivity Is also needed for continuous updates and on-road condition notifications. Tesla designed its own computer chips 
for these purposes, and other companies are expected to follow suit, benefitting the custom silicon market. 

Conclusion: 2024 Expected to be a Catalyst Year for On-Device AI and the IoT Ecosystem  

In 2023, the generative AI buildout largely benefited compute hardware and cloud infrastructure providers in the bottom and middle of 
the enterprise stack. In 2024, AI is gaining prominence and momentum at the edge, given its expected impact. IoT companies provide 
the connective layers between the physical and digital worlds and make computing at the edge possible via processing and sensing 
capability. These layers are essential for AI to fulfill its promise in driving efficiency, controlling costs, and mitigating labor shortfalls. For 
investors, we believe the potential for edge AI-driven applications and consumer use cases is an emerging AI opportunity set. 
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Related ETFs 

SNSR – Global X Internet of Things ETF 

AIQ – Global X Artificial Intelligence & Technology ETF 

Click the fund name above to view current performance and holdings. Holdings are subject to change. Current and future holdings are 
subject to risk. 
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This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be a forecast of 
future events, or a guarantee of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment 
advice regarding the funds or any stock in particular. Some of the statements contained in this material may be forward-looking and 
contain certain risks and uncertainties. 

Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. The investable universe of companies in which AIQ and SNSR may 
invest may be limited. The companies in which the Funds invest may be subject to rapid changes in technology, intense competition, 
rapid obsolescence of products and services, loss of intellectual property protections, evolving industry standards and frequent new 
product productions, and changes in business cycles and government regulation. 

International investments may involve the risk of capital loss from unfavorable fluctuation in currency values, from differences in 
generally accepted principles or from social, economic, or political instability in other nations. Emerging markets involve heightened 
risks related to the same factors as well as increased volatility and lower trading volume. SNSR is non-diversified. 

Shares of ETFs are bought and sold at market price (not NAV) and are not individually redeemed from the Fund. Brokerage 
commissions will reduce returns.    

Carefully consider the funds’ investment objectives, risks, and charges and expenses before investing. This and other 
information can be found in the funds’ full or summary prospectuses, which may be obtained at globalxetfs.com. Please read 
the prospectus carefully before investing. 

Global X Management Company LLC serves as an advisor to Global X Funds. The Funds are distributed by SEI Investments 
Distribution Co. (SIDCO), which is not affiliated with Global X Management Company LLC or Mirae Asset Global Investments. Global X 
Funds are not sponsored, endorsed, issued, sold, or promoted by Indxx, nor does Indxx make any representation regarding the 
advisability of investing in the Global X Funds. Neither SIDCO, Global X nor Mirae Asset Global Investments are affiliated with Indxx. 
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